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LETTER FROM THE EDITORS
Dear Readers,
Matt, our Managing Editor, always says that "when you do stuff, things happen". To that end, you
may have noticed some things happening here at the Mock Turtle Zine because we've been doing
stuff--new teammates have come onboard, old friends have moved on, and we've spent some time
revamping the look of the publication. We hope you like it!
Two things that have not changed are the heart and soul of our publication. We remain completely
independent. We are a staff of all volunteers. Our print Zines are available twice annually for free while
supplies last. None of what we do would be possible without the support of many talented creatives
throughout the Miami Valley and beyond. We're honored to be working with such outstanding
humans!
We hope you enjoy Issue #17. We are proud of the quality work that can be found in these pages
and we hope that you are too. If you like what you see, please don't hesitate to drop us a line. We'd
love to talk with you about making the Zine better, how we can establish a mutually beneficial
relationship, or just shoot the breeze about art, writing, music, etc.
We are always planning for new and exciting things in the future. Please let us know if you'd like to
lend a hand or throw us some bones—we’d love to work with you.
Write On,
Mock Turtle Zine Editorial Staff

Managing Editor
Matthew Birdsall
Associate Editors
Fred Kirchner
TJ McGuire
Suzanne Kirchner
Design Editor
Melissa Bautista
Founder
Christina Dendy Gaspar
On the Cover
CUT OUT PAPER PICTURE
Pete Mitas
www.mockturtlezine.com
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AT THE POST-ELECTION RE-ELECTION RALLY
Myrna Stone

Adding more bull to bull
yields bigger bull
—Cathy Burnham Martin
Liars, all liars, bad, bad,
spouts the prevaricator, a pout
pursing left and right, a mouth
of such immense mendacity
the crowd dismisses all sense
for the thrill of taking him in.
Three men at the front of the hall
rise up and gleefully ape his anger,
Taradiddlers! Hodads! Deceivers!
while the prevaricator, lips
thinned in a dotty grin, cocks
his head and begins to spin
across the stage a second blitz
of pure bunkum and humbuggery.
We should divert him, one handler
whispers to another. Why? the other
asks, they’re swallowing it whole.
What dissembling, what embroidery!
Five women at the rear of the hall
step up in concert and cry out,
Fabricators! Fibsters! Fabulists!
while the prevaricator, hands
upturned and jiggering, hypes
their riff. He flits and scowls
and gloats, his id growing fatter
on the back of the uproar he incites.
He plants his feet, dandles a baby,
chucks a toddler’s slobbery chin,
bloviating on this and that,
doing what his fans adore,
then squints his eyes, raises a fist,
and metes out to each a pinch
of his big, boundless hate.
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HOW KIDS BELIEVE IN SANTA
Cathryn Essinger

Children are inherently credulous beings
Jacqueline Woolley,
Huffington Post, Dec. 19, 2016

Christmas Eve and we FaceTime friends in Osaka,
just to check on Santa's progress. They have already
opened presents, are moving on to Christmas dinner,
while we are still looking for the snowman pajamas
and wiping frosting from the upholstery. They assure
us that Santa is making good time, despite storms
along both coasts. We get out the globe, show
the children how he must be moving ahead of the sun,
meeting rooftops in Switzerland, eating lebkuchen
in Germany, before skimming over Wales and moving
up the East Coast, only minutes away by reindeer time.
We hustle the children off to bed, while Dad explains
how Santa warps time in order to cover the globe
in a single night. We lay on the evidence, quote sources,
throw in a little string theory, until even the 9 year old
is beginning to look a bit credulous. At midnight, we go out
to stand on the porch, wrap our arms around cold shoulders
and scan the horizon, where Venus shines a little brighter,
aware of her responsibility. We look both east and west,
wondering where the time zones meet, where dawn
is breaking, and surprised to see a gibbous moon
still low on the horizon. We confess to one another
that we have never really understood the simplest
of astronomies, the spinning of the planet,
phases of the moon, but we still believe in the magic
of moonlight, here on Christmas Eve, even now
when there is obviously wonder to spare.
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HOW TO WRITE A LITERARY REVIEW
OR SADIE'S BOOK
Cathryn Essinger

When the cat went off to write her book,
I promised to write the forward,
or at least a review.
I thought it would be a memoir-her first three lives perhaps, or a treatise
on theoretical physics
based on experiments she has been
conducting on the edge of a rocking chair.
How much pressure to keep it rocking,
how many times must she curl her toes
around the piping on the sofa
before it begins to fray?
She should have written a manual
on how to destroy a room,
one piece of upholstery at a time,
but, no, she has written a novel
about the poet who lives upstairs.
I admire the internal monologue
from a cat's point of view, although
I find the literary criticism biting
and largely unnecessary.
There are, of course, some lovely
descriptions of the moon, some
revelations about minnows,
and a glossary of superstitions
thrown in for good luck, which makes
me think I should look up "black cat,"
while she rolls luxuriously on our best
trapunto pillow, exposing her soft,
belly in such a disarming way.
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INFINITY

David Lee Garrison
The paper clip surrounds itself and waits
to do its work. If dropped on a desk, it sounds
like a dime. A tiny, firm, and tightly-wound
infinity, a stretched-out figure eight
that tangles up with others of its kind.
A monochrome of silver made to cling;
in French, a silent slide trombone. A ring
bent once and then again so it can bind
a universe. A manuscript inside
its arms, the clasp embraces galaxies
of thought, then frees their possibilities.
Editors will toss the thing aside,
but writers pick it up to twist and hold it,
and like a sentence or a phrase, remold it.
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A FINISHED WORK
Jahzerah Brooks

I let Bertina stand in the doorway holding her tray a good little while before I
acknowledge her.
“It's real coffee?” I ask. I don't turn around, but I can feel her shrink back, grow
smaller.
“Just set it down.” I am reaching for the letter opener when she places the silver
tray on the corner of my large oak desk. The desk takes up half the office. It is imposing
and must be respected. I can feel her as she angles her body around it. Our hands touch
briefly and she snatches it away.
Bertina holds herself upright by placing her hand on the desk and I wonder what might
happen if I stab her between the second and third metacarpus.
This nurse is brand new and more timid than the last.
I smell coffee, Bertina's cheap perfume, her hair oil, the store-bought danish she
must have warmed in the microwave. There are too many smells. I tell the girl to open the
window, and as she leans across me, her warmth grazes my thigh.
“Let me know if you need anything else, Ms. Angelee,” she says. Bertina sounds
like a frog but moves like a mouse. I've considered asking her to tie bells around her
ankles so I can hear her coming. She travels through my house like a ghost. She lurks in
corners like a thief.
Bertina walks backward from my office as if she is afraid to turn her back to me.
“Close the door,” I say. She mutters “yes, ma'am.”
I decide to leave the coffee until it is cold and then ask for a fresh cup just to annoy
her. I take a bite of the sticky treat and slice the opener through the envelope and yank
out the letter inside. “Dear, Ms. Angelee Keating...” I don't read anything beyond the
salutation. The letter is from my agent. Three unanswered emails and now he is sending
paper correspondence. He is finally desperate.
I lean back in my chair and finish the pastry, lick the sugary white icing and clumps
of cinnamon from my fingertips. My dentures are loose on my gums but I won't tell the
nurse.
My calendar says it is Tuesday, March 21st. I don't have to consider it. Bertina
keeps track of time. Every morning before I enter my office she draws a red X across the
previous date on the calendar. Not that it matters. Every day is the same.
For an hour now, I have been sitting in my chair staring at the typewriter. The clean
white paper still waits in a stack, untouched.
Before Bertina, there was Irene. Irene was darker. I think Bertina is from Spanishspeaking people, but I don't know. Both girls are young with wide eyes and wide hips.
Irene smiled a lot, giggled nervously whenever I asked her a direct question – regardless
of the question. “Irene, will you bring me a roll of toilet paper?” Nervous laughter.
I asked my son Charles to hire a male nurse before he hired Bertina but he refused.
He likes young and pretty brown girls. He's just like his father.
Finally, I place a sheet of fresh paper into the typewriter and pull the lever. I will write
about Landon, Charles's father. I will start with the story of my son's birth. I place my
gnarled hands over the keys. My knuckles have grown so large. I stare at the blank page
a long while then reach for my coffee. It is now lukewarm.

“I hit the call button ten minutes ago, Bertina,” I say as the mouse pokes her head
into the room.
She whispers, “It's Mr. Charles – on the phone.” And for the first time that morning I
allow myself a good look at her. Today Bertina wears her hair in a ponytail, oiled and
greased flat against her scalp. Her blue scrubs have kites on them. She looks like a child.
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“Well, bring it here. Don't just stand there.”
Bertina hands me the phone and I gesture at the untouched coffee. “I want a new
cup. Coffee with actual caffeine in it.”
She leaves again. It is not lost on me that this time she doesn't close the door.
“Good morning, Charles.”
My only son laughs. “Good morning, Mama. I heard you scaring the shit out of
Bertina.”
I’m not bothered by the foul language, but I grunt anyway. Charles is sixty-yearsold, old enough to have lived his own full life. He can cuss if he wants to.
“You're playing golf,” I say. I can hear his rickety golf cart in the background. I
imagine him bouncing in the driver’s seat.
“About to. I have meetings this afternoon. I thought I'd better get out here early. The
weather is great this morning. How's it out there?”
I look out the window. The sun is shining. The Florida skies are clear and very blue.
But I don't say so.
“Meeting? I thought you retired. I distinctly remember there was a fancy party I
wasn't invited to.” He’d said it was too dangerous to fly me out to California. I’d explained
that it would only be dangerous if I had planned to fly the plane myself.
“Bertina says you've been in your office all morning. How's the writing going?”
The sheet of paper in the typewriter is still blank.
“How are the girls?” I ask. My granddaughters, Marta and Elaine, are in their forties.
I have bought them both houses, sent their children to college. Both of them send me
pictures of great-grandchildren I've never seen, husbands whose names I pretend to
remember. None of them ever visit.
“Everyone's fine, Mom. They send their love.”
I grunt again.
“Look Mom, your agent called this morning. Says you missed your deadline again.
Says you haven't sent the first chapter yet.” My son grows silent, a voice in the
background asks which set of clubs he wants.
“Mom, you know they're all waiting – your agent, your publisher. Hell, the whole
world is waiting for Angelee Keating's last book!” The wind rustles against the
mouthpiece. It's either the wind or his breath.
“My assistant. You remember my assistant, right Mom? He says your name’s all over the
internet. All the blogs are talking about you. There’s a Keating revival going on out there!”
I roll my eyes. Charles doesn't care about a Keating revival.
Charles clears his throat and I already know what he's going to say. “Mom, this
book is important.” He becomes mousy like the nurse, his voice low and timid. But
Charles isn’t timid. “This book is the reason you're still here.”
I know that. He knows that I know that. I imagine them all swimming in the money
this last book will bring in. It's their only consolation: Charles and his white wife, my
money hungry granddaughters. They are only letting me live because of this book.
“Sweet land of liberty,” I say so low I barely hear myself.
Someone at Charles’ golf course yells, “Fore!”
“What’s that, Ma?”
I pretend not to hear. Forget liberty. There is no liberty. My son is right. This book is real,
and it will buy me more time. It has already gotten me an additional five years and I
shouldn’t complain. I should just do what I said I would.
I’m eighty-one-years old. Eighty years is the mandated lifespan for all U.S. citizens.

Eight months ago, twelve hours before my 81st birthday, I was supposed to willingly lie on
a table in a very well decorated and very soothing hospital room, surrounded by loved
ones and friends, and let the government kill me. But I didn’t. I was awarded an
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extension. I am Angelee Keating and I know how to barter. I know a good trade when I
see it.
My salvation is a final book, a final book that will enhance my estate and make the
country look just and fair and gentle. My final work is supposed to be about a dying writer,
a woman who outlives all her peers, all her lovers, all her friends. An old woman who lives
alone in a world where everyone is meant to be young.
“Your spy is deaf,” I say. “I've been banging on this typewriter all morning.”
Bertina is probably standing in the hallway listening. She will tell him that I am lying
as soon as I hang up the phone.
“What's with these nurses anyway, Charles? You keep hiring the most incompetent girls
— Mables and Ollies and Irises. Young girls with old lady names. You hate old ladies,
Charles. Need I remind you?”
My son sighs. “Never mind that, Mama. They aren't hurting you. They aren't
poisoning you. What I want to talk about is why your agent says you haven't been
answering his emails.”
“Stop calling my agent,” I say.
“Write your book, Mama.”
I hit end on the call and as soon as I do, Bertina sticks her head into the office.
“Can I take the phone, Ms. Angelee?”

I used to be Angelee Keating, the writer. I used to walk the streets of Paris with a
black moleskin notebook tucked under my arm and a head full of words banging against
my skull. Three of my novels were on the New York Times Bestseller's list for more than
year each. I have dined with two sitting U.S. Presidents. One of them flirted with me as
soon as his wife excused herself from the room. I loved over and over. I was loved in
return.
“I'm going for a walk,” I tell Bertina and slip my feet into a pair of white Keds I keep
under my desk for quick escapes. She gets nervous, starts scrambling around in front of
the doorway like an excited dog who wants to go out.
“Should I come along, Ms. Angelee? It's hot out. You want me to come?”
I grab my sweater and walk past her and through the door.
“Have my coffee ready when I get back, Bertina.”
The sun is warm on my face when I step onto the porch. For a second I consider
removing my sweater, tossing it across the railing. There's no one around to steal it. Most
of the apartments in The Village are empty. This community for the aged – that's what
they call where I live, a community for the aged — used to house over fifty people. Of
course they rotated in and out, but not so much anymore. Not many folks make it as long
as I have. Old folks tend to die much younger these days. They die from being unwanted.
Two years ago there was a couple in the unit next to mine – Moiry and Ginger. They
chose to end their lives the same day, surrounded by relieved children. Moiry was a
doctor once. They say he made strides in cancer research.
Everybody dies.
I keep the sweater and pull it across my shoulders. I am fifty pounds lighter than I
used to be. I know that I will be cold soon. A chill is always near, even in spring, even in
Florida.
I don't rush. I don't have to. I know Bertina isn't watching. She's inside on the
phone with my son, clearing up all my lies, reporting that I hardly eat anymore, that I pace
my room at night. She doesn't know but I read the reports she writes for the judge. She
says that I am falling apart. She says that I am suffering and should be forced out of my
misery. She says that I am only trudging along because I am afraid to die. She tells him I
haven’t started my book.
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There is no one to watch me tiptoe around goose shit. There are only five
apartments occupied and the people who live in them are kept inside by their nurses.
Everyone has a nurse to hold them hostage in their own homes. We are prisoners.
Before Bertina, I had a friend in The Village. Her name was Donna Pratt and she
once served as the Florida State Attorney. A pleasant woman. Her husband died as a
young man and she was alone just like I was. Every day we walked to the man-made lake
on the other side of the tennis courts. We brought old bread and fed the geese. She'd
read all of my books and liked to talk about them. She could recite poetry from memory.
I'd tried to talk Donna out of dying on her seventy-fifth birthday. But she said she
missed her husband. I'd never had a husband to miss so I couldn't argue. At the time, I
didn't understand what it was to live with loss.
When she died, her children packed up all her belongings and hauled them off in
the smallest moving truck I've ever seen. That hurt more than anything else.
I bend over a little to smell the flowers. The grounds here all always perfect, like the
lush green in a cemetery.
It takes me nearly fifteen minutes to reach the man-made lake, even though it isn’t
far. When I arrive, I ease onto the bench Donna Pratt and I used to sit on and I wait for the
geese. I sit and realize I forgot to bring bread.
I don't know how much time passes before I hear Bertina shout my name, but
when she does, she sounds out of breath. When she reaches me, I say, “You need more
exercise.”
Bertina wipes the sweat from her forehead and I turn back to look at the lake.
“Ms. Angelee, you've been out here out here a long time. It's hot.”
“I'm fine,” I say. “I’m black. My people came from Africa before all this. The heat
doesn’t effect me.”
She claps her hands on her kite-covered scrubs and shakes her head. Bertina
thinks I'm racist.
This is when I find sighing has become an act of faith. I can no longer afford to
expel so much air at one time. I cough into my hands and Bertina reluctantly leans
forward to pat my back. She pats too hard.
I look at her, the way she bends over me as if before a child.
“You don’t fool me,” I say. “You and Charles, don’t either one of you fool me.”
People used to be allowed to grow old, to see the fullness of their days, but that
was before the natural disasters, global change, before man ate up the world and had to
ration out its crumbs.
They want my money now. All of them — Charles, Bertina, the white wife, the
granddaughters and their husbands with no names. I hear Bertina on the phone late at
night, hiding in my pantry like a rodent. Charles tells her to forge my signature on
documents I never see, to watch for my bank passwords, my statements. They tried to
get the judge to declare me incompetent so he can have access to all my money, so they
can control me until they can kill me. Bertina and Charles and the white wife, none of
them can be trusted.
“You’re young now,” I say. “But youth never lasts. It’s a temporary situation.”
Bertina straightens and turns to stare out at the lake. It was dug by men who must not
have understood that Florida has enough lakes on its own.
I pull myself to my feet. It takes a lot of effort and the girl doesn’t help. Instead, she clears
her throat.
“God says that we can have everlasting life, Ms. Keating.”
I wrinkle my nose. Bertina is not religious. No one is anymore. Not here. Not in America.
I slowly step onto the path that leads to my apartment. My feet feel leaden and I wonder if
the geese that come here know that nothing is natural anymore. Nothing is real. I can
hear Bertina's steps as she follows.
“God?” I say. “Everlasting?” I repeat her words to mock her, but when I do I am
struck by them, by the way they sound. “Everlasting-life.”
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The words hurt. I cough a little but this time Bertina doesn’t touch me. I stop and turn and
squint my eyes at her. The mid-morning sun is behind my nurse and I can only see her
edges because of it. There is darkness behind her bulky brown body, behind her hips and
the shadows of the kites. She looks otherworldly and for the first time, I am afraid of her.
“You don’t know nothing, girl,” I say, my body still unsteady from coughing. I wish
for weightier words, words that will change her mind about me and Charles and the court
order. But nothing comes. I can barely breathe.
I slowly make my way through The Village. I cough the whole way and nurses come
to the windows of the apartments still occupied with the dying. They nod at Bertina.
Some wave. They all smile.
Bertina still doesn't touch me, but she does hold the door open as I pass through. I
think I hear her say something about coffee, but I am not sure. I can only remember her
first words as I sit before the typewriter. “Everlasting life” is all I can hear as my fingers
click the keys.
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ANTIOCH WRITERS’ POETRY CONTEST 2ND PLACE WINNER

POND SONG
Janet E. Irvin
I.

Overture

In winter’s thrall,
Ice, ridged along the reeds
bleached by wind, tall
foxtails rustling, emits a saxy shriek.
A hawk wings above the hill.
A beaver, pelted against the chill,
gnaws the bones of willows, swimming
unmeasured strokes, lentissimo, skimming
the mud-smeared banks.
II.

Accelerando

Suffused by loss and time,
a skirl of melody obeys the chime,
arrests the tempo of the awkward
staccato climb upward
from the unwooded land.
A stag lends a basso profundo, rapping
a warning note across the field,
shorn now of summer’s cover, water lapping
the roots of thorn-torn nettles.
III.

Sforzando

Now, the watcher at the window
hums the chorus into rhyme, mimics summer’s
frog choir, bee aria, butterfly swing,
the whole blown apart by atonal drumming
and winter’s mummery.
Hope fails.
The surface quails
beneath the hazy, despotic hue,
a darker shade of lifeless blue.
IV.

Coda

Life will not yield.
In the midst of loss, an errant breath
knits back the whole, note by note.
Piccolo green beneath
the dampened earth,
a tubular coil of fern
pushes free of loam.
A flute salute.
The wayward red-winged blackbird circles home.
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ANTIOCH WRITERS’ POETRY CONTEST 1ST PLACE WINNER

TO THE PINEAPPLE
Kerry Trautman

You are unwelcome in Ohio August
with our farmer’s markets—
fat melons, bellies yellowed from hot soil,
raspberry quarts oozing to cardtables,
red plums blushed gold—
unbelieving they came from nearby backyards.
Who should be so lucky?
Whose back yard were you hacked
from? Some kid’s machete whacking
your stalk, hefting the angry
wad of you inside to lose half of yourself
to the cutting board.
Our pears shape themselves to fit
palms, eaten whole on the drive home,
dripping sweaty tshirts.
Fruits here are compliant wives yielding
themselves to touch. Red Haven peach
skin, smooth Winesaps, cherries near
bursting like water balloons,
blackberries juicing fingertips and
thighs squeezed between rows.
You make a chore of yourself—
leaf blades slit like paper cuts,
spiked welted skin, touch of
mold always in the nook of your bottom,
inedible fibrous spine,
brown bristle eyes embedded in
what’s good of you.
Why would you come here in August
when Ohio fields orgasm into baskets?
Come back, maybe, in December
for a salad with pomegranate pips
and crisp plasticky starfruit,
when we have nothing real of our own.
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ANTIOCH WRITERS’ POETRY CONTEST BEST IN SHOW

PICK-YOUR-OWN
Dave Essinger

Twenty minutes by bike from your
front door, you can pick blueberries by the pound in a town
called, believe it or not, Pandora. And
you might think, pedaling country
roads walled by restless corn and
stitched by the chirp of redwinged blackbirds, who
would name a town that, who’d read
the myth all the way through? After the first
woman, sure, beautiful, yes, but the same one
who released all evil upon the world?
You’re here now, though, at the acre
of blueberries, with no one else picking. You
ask if they’re open, and the highschool kid shrugs, says, “You can stay.”
So: sun, and a breeze, a far-off
dog barking, mourning doves shuttling
errands: if this is what the box
contained, you’d open it again. Berries
plunk until the bucket’s
bottom’s covered, and then every
handful falls in silence. Each berry hardly
adds up. It would be fine, you’re thinking,
if the bucket never filled, if time suspended,
when a roar curls the horizon, hangs
like a sonic boom. And you don’t look up
for the mushroom cloud,
the tsunami, the fated
asteroid. There’s an airshow
a hundred miles north, supersonic
jets showing off, but even if that’s not it,
if after all, this is how the world ends,
you decide, there’s worse days.
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RED, WHITE, AND BLUE
David Lee Garrison

Wearing his Marine uniform
with a purple heart
and service medal on his chest,
the parade hero—a young man
who has lost a leg
and an eye in Vietnam—
rides in the back seat
of a red Cadillac convertible
with his bride.
A brisk wind puts the school band
slightly out of tune
on “Stars and Stripes Forever”
and makes the white banner
announcing the mayor of the city
tremble on the grille of his car.
An eagle in the VFW insignia
grasps arrows in one claw,
an olive branch in the other.
Parishioners from Our Lady
Star of the Sea bear on their shoulders
a statue of Mary draped in blue.
American flags swirl
like flames on the gray streets
and office buildings.
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MARGIE’S ORANGES
Ron Rollins

when we would visit my
grandparents in clearwater, at
their tidy stucco’d house, my
grandfather
each night before retiring crept
to the kitchen to make
an orange for his wife,
my grandmother. she would wait
while he worked in the half-dark
to prepare the nightly
serving her doctor said she
should have, doctors back then
apparently prescribing
oranges. i’m making Margie’s
orange, he’d explain as i
watched, a cherished routine,
pronouncing it mawww-jeee, the jersey he’d
brought down here. i’d watch him dig
his nails beneath the bright
skin, old still-calloused carpenter’s
fingers plunging into the wet
flesh of the fruit, fragrant citrus
scent around us, pushing
the sections apart, arranging them
carefully on a pretty plate. napkin,
glass of milk on a tray — then back
to his creased paperback while she
silently ate and watched her show.
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CHATBOTS AT FACEBOOK ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH
Cecile Cary

When our agents succeeded
in negotiating price
on hats and balls and books,
FAIR had a party for us techs
and I hooked up with Alison
From alle wommen my love is lent,
And light on Alisoun.
Then the AI's
commenced to deal
in words that only worked for them:
Bob was like, "you can i i i i everything else"
and Alice, "balls have 0 to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to"
The company shut down the chats,
not for fear of who or what,
but because,"our interest was having bots
who could talk to people."
For example, Google's Translate tool
goes in and out of its own tongue.
I miss my robots
and also Alison who now is like
"you are 0 to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to me to
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SATORI IN STONE
Brian Michael Barbeito
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I AM NOT BILLY COLLINS
Ron Rollins

Already, I have botched my
New Year’s resolution — the one to
write a new poem each day —
This being Day Two of the year just
begun, and Day One now past with no
new poem created.
I reflect upon this with some small
anguish, surprised at least mildly at how quickly
failure has descended. Other, future poems
There may be, but no Day One Poem
for this year will ever
come again.
If I were Billy Collins,
I would solve this problem by writing
a poem about the poem unwritten —
I would reflect, calmly and no doubt wisely,
perhaps at my kitchen table,
while the snow falls softly outside —
Upon what one may learn from
resolutions, false starts, silent recriminations
and the scramble to make right.
But I am not Billy Collins.
I lack his charm, his humor —
his long life experience and the vast
Number of stamps in his passport —
his hairline, and most of all his
crisp, dry wit.
So crisp it could be served as
a cold, perfect chardonnay — in a
weeping, crystal glass
On a sidewalk cafe’s linen tablecloth
with just the perfect hint
of oak.
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BIRDS WITH WHIRLING COLORS
Pete Mitas
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MOTHER KILLDEER
Ron Rollins

over here look
over he
re not the
re look there is
nothing
there for you
nothing
you want
no no no no no
thing you want no
thing you need look
here at me loo
k here at me i
can’t move
see?
im helpless i can
t fly there is noth
ing for you over
there here
is where i
am look over
here there are no
babies no babies
there for you no
babies
you would want me
i cant fly cant fly cant
no no no
no babies th
ere you want need
im here see
me
see me
no no no no no i
want you to c
ome over here this
way no
t there i cant
fly! i
cant no babies
there
none
take me
take me
take me
take me
take me
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ARTISTS AND AUTHORS
Pete Mitas enjoys playing with materials as well as phrases to create unconventional art, poetry and stories that surprise and
amuse. Much of his work can be viewed at petemitas.wordpress.com
Myrna Stone is the author of five full-length books of poetry, including, most recently, Luz Bones from Etruscan Press. She has
received three Ohio Arts Council grants, a Full Fellowship to Vermont Studio Center, and the 2017 New Letters Poetry Prize, and
is a two-time finalist for the Ohioana Book Award in Poetry. Stone was named 2001 Ohio Poet of the Year by the Ohio Poetry
Association for her first book, The Art of Loss. Her poems have been included in nine anthologies, and have appeared in over
fifty journals, including Poetry, Boulevard, The Massachusetts Review, Southwest Review, Ploughshares, River Styx, Nimrod,
and Crab Orchard Review. She is a founding member of The Greenville Poets.
Cathryn Essinger is the author of three books of poetry: A Desk in the Elephant House, My Dog Does Not Read Poetry, and
What I Know About Innocence. Her work has appeared in a wide variety of journals from Midwest Gothic to The Southern
Review, The Antioch Review, and Poetry. She is a retired professor of English and a member of the Greenville Poets.
The poetry of David Lee Garrison has appeared nationwide in journals and anthologies, and two poems from his
book Sweeping the Cemetery were read by Garrison Keillor on The Writer’s Almanac. The title poem from his Playing Bach in
the DC Metro was featured by Ted Kooser on his website, American Life in Poetry, and read on the BBC radio program, “Words
and Music.” HIs new book of poems called “Carpeing the Diem” has just been released from the Dos Madres Press.
Jahzerah Brooks is a Dayton-area writer, mother, and MFA candidate at Antioch University Los Angeles. I currently serve as the
lead fiction editor for LunchTicket.org.
Janet E. Irvin is the award-winning author of two mystery/thrillers. Her work has appeared in a variety of print and online
publications, including Alfred Hitchcock Mystery Magazine and Sherlock Holmes Mystery Magazine. An active member of the
Dayton-area writing community and an avid canoeist, Irvin prefers to spend time paddling the river waters of the Northwoods
when she isn't with family or fellow writers.
A lifelong Ohioan, Kerry Trautman is a founder/administrator of ToledoPoet.com and The Toledo Poetry Museum page on
Facebook. Her work has appeared in numerous journals and anthologies. Her chapbook To Have Hoped is available from
Finishing Line Press. Her chapbook Artifacts is forthcoming from NightBallet Press in 2017.
Dave Essinger's work appears in a variety of literary magazines, and his novel about ultrarunning came out in 2017. He edits
the magazine Slippery Elm and teaches at the University of Findlay, in Ohio.
Ron Rollins is a writer, editor and artist who lives in Kettering.
Brian Michael Barbeito is a Canadian writer, poet and photographer. Recent work appears at Fiction International from San
Diego State University, CV2 The Canadian Journal of Poetry and Critical Writing, and at Catch and Release-The Columbia
Journal of Arts and Literature. Brian is the author of Chalk Lines (Fowl Pox Press, 2013, cover art by Virgil Kay). He is currently at
work on the written and visual nature narrative titledPastoral Mosaics, Journeys through Landscapes Rural.
For many years, Cecile Cary taught English at Wright State University, specializing in Elizabethan literature, publishing articles
and editing a book in that field. When she was a student, she published a few poems and has recently started to write them
again. Last year, she won a prize in the Dayton Metro Library poetry contest.
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